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Re: Carnegie Staff Demands

Dear Mr. Sharkey:

The Chicago Public Schools (CPS) received a list of demands from the Carnegie Safety
Committee on December 7, 2021, concerning health and safety conditions at the school.  We
appreciate you providing this information to CPS so that we can review and address the concerns
of the Carnegie staff.  As you may know, CPS held a staff meeting with representatives from the
CEO’s Office, the Office of Student Health and Wellness (OSHW), Facilities, and Faith Based
Initiatives at Carnegie on Wednesday, December 8, to discuss how we can best support the
school community and ensure a safe learning environment at Carnegie.  In addition to the
information shared at yesterday’s meeting, CPS provides the following responses to the Carnegie
demands:

1. A specific and reliable cleaning schedule with a larger, permanent cleaning staff
o Fill the custodian vacancy, and commit to keeping all custodial positions staffed.
o When necessary, keep the school clean with additional overtime cleaning.

CPS Response 1: CPS is committed to providing sufficient custodial staff at Carnegie.
Carnegie has  1 Board custodian and 2 privatized custodians currently and is seeking
applications to hire an additional 0.5 candidate.  CPS is also providing additional cleaning
resources, in the form of authorized overtime and citywide supports, to ensure the school is
properly cleaned. Carnegie received additional cleaning over the weekend of December 4-5
in order to ensure the school was ready to welcome students on Monday, December 6 and
Facilities supervisors were onsite throughout the week of December 6 to ensure the school is
cleaned. CPS has also added additional day cleaning support this week and will continue to
do so.

2. A plan for cleaning when a class quarantines (immediate evacuation of room,
sanitization, etc.)

o Cleaning meets CPS standards



o Cleaning is, and is seen as, thorough and timely. For example, trash should be
emptied, rugs vacuumed, etc.—not just surfaces wiped down.

o After a ‘quarantine room’ has been cleaned, custodians will leave a certificate or
seal on the door of that room indicating that it was cleaned to CPS’ standards.

CPS Response 2: Once a classroom is quarantined, the CPS Facilities team receives an
automatic notification to initiate enhanced cleaning and the classroom is not used until
enhanced cleaning is done. We agree trash should be emptied and rugs vacuumed. We are
reviewing the best process to communicate to staff that the room was cleaned to CPS’
standards and will implement the process when it is decided.

3. A stronger push for student testing with the option for at home testing kits for ease and
accessibility

o Additional weekly testing scheduled through the end of the semester
o OSHW in coordination with school staff calls through parent list to sign up

parents for testing.
o Take-home test kits sent home with all students who are not opted into testing
o Create an opt-out testing program at the school

CPS Response 3: Carnegie received additional testing opportunities on December 3 and
December 7 through Lurie’s Children’s Hospital as part of a grant from the Walder
Foundation, in addition to regular testing through CPS which takes place every Wednesday.
Testing through CPS took place at Carnegie on December 8 and will occur again on
December 15. OSHW will ensure that all students who sign up for CPS onsite testing are
tested.  OSHW is also conducting outreach to families of unvaccinated students at Carnegie,
encouraging them to sign up for both the upcoming student vaccination clinic and regular
testing through CPS. Additionally, CPS will provide at-home covid-19 test kits for all
unvaccinated students at Carnegie during the week of December 13-17.

4. A strong push for student vaccinations at school
o Vaccination event scheduled next week and a follow-up for after break.
o Additional event scheduled on a different day after break, with follow-up to

follow.
o OSHW in coordination with school staff, calls through parent list to sign up

parents

CPS Response 4: A vaccination clinic is scheduled at Carnegie on Monday, December 13,
with a second dose event to take place at the school after the holiday break.  If families come
to the event after the holiday break for the first dose, CPS will schedule the family for a
second dose at a regional site.  If there are a large number of such families requesting a first
dose at the January event, CPS will explore scheduling a third vaccination event at Carnegie
for second doses. Carnegie families are also encouraged to take advantage of Covid-19
testing and vaccinations available at the nearby Comer Children’s Hospital. As mentioned
above, OSHW is contacting all families of unvaccinated students to encourage students to
participate in the vaccination clinic.



5. Functioning cleaning equipment (including: quick turnaround on needed repairs, air
purifiers that meet the size requirements of our rooms, readily-available filters for the air
purifiers for changing when needed)

CPS Response 5: CPS is committed to ensuring that Carnegie’s Facilities team has the
equipment needed to keep the school clean. Damaged or broken cleaning equipment should
be flagged to Facilities through the school’s engineer or to the District-wide Safety
Committee, so that necessary repairs can be made or equipment can be replaced. Air purifiers
will be provided and filters changed as necessary.

6. A plan with metrics for operational pause and shift to remote learning when necessary to
maintain safety

o Pause in-person learning and shift to remote learning at a school if it meets any of
these criteria:

▪ there’s an outbreak at the school, and CDPH can’t determine the source of
the infection OR

▪ over half the school’s homerooms are in quarantine during a two week
period AND there are significant deficiencies in one or more of the
school’s safety mitigations (masking, contact tracing, testing, vaccination,
cleaning, or ventilation)

o The school will remain paused for a definite period—or students and staff can test
to return

o During the pause the school will re-establish Covid mitigation procedures,
conduct a thorough cleaning, and fix any other covid mitigation deficiencies.

CPS Response 6: Whenever there is an outbreak in a school, CPS works closely with the
Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) to determine the appropriate response. CPS is
exploring health metrics for the district with CDPH, based on scientific data and public
health guidance. CPS will continue to review when an operational pause is needed at a
school, given that particular school’s circumstances.

Sincerely,

/s/
Kaitlyn Girard
Chief Labor Relations Officer


